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                            Delivering your data where it needs to be
                          

          

          
            
                            Our data centers are positioned on strategic edge locations in Europe, allowing you to deliver your data where it needs to be: close to your customers.
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                            Penta Infra is the leading provider of reliable, sustainable and highly connected edge data centers in Europe. With locations in Germany, France, The Netherlands and Denmark we provide solutions ranging from full service colocation to build-to-suit data centers.
                          

          

        

      

    


    
      
        
          
            Edge locations

            We're expanding in current and new edge locations and we hold our data centers to the highest compliance standards. We focus on locations where we can actively contribute to a circular economy.
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            Highly connected

            All Penta Infra data center facilities are connected, allowing you to connect with all network and ecosystem partners, including leading internet exchanges and public cloud providers.
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            Strategic partner

            We believe in being successful together by growing together. Our data center services, ranging from colocation to build-to-suit, enable you to drive your digital journey as you see fit.
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                  Located in the heart of Central Europe, Berlin connects the West to the East and is one of the fastest growing markets in Europe. Here in the capital of Germany, digital transformation and innovation happen...
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                  The largest city in the German state of North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne has a significant chemical and automobile industry. The city has two airports in direct proximity and many institutions for higher...
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                  Penta Düsseldorf brings you to the heart of North Rhine-Westphalia and the Germany economy. Positioned west from the river Rhine and in close proximity to the main fiber routes, the Tier 3+ Penta Infra facility marks...
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                  In the digital age where infrastructure is key, selecting an optimal data center location is essential. While many cities offer connectivity, Hamburg stands out with its economic strength and strategic significance in...
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                  Rated the most liveable city in Germany and Germany's boomtown, Leipzig is the most populous city in the state of Saxony with approximately 1.1 million inhabitants in the city and its larger urban zone.

In...
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                  In the digitally-transformed landscape, selecting the right data center location is essential. Among many European cities, Paris distinctly emerges as a core component of the FLAP (Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam, Paris)...
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                  Recognized globally as an economic powerhouse, the Metropolitan Region Amsterdam is renowned for its robust infrastructure and cutting-edge innovation. Our state-of-the-art data center is located right in the heart of...
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                  Centrally located in the province of Limburg and bordering both Belgium and Germany, Sittard-Geleen is very conveniently situated in a Top Technology Region: the area in the triangle Eindhoven - Liège – Aachen.

The...
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                  In our digitally-driven era, choosing the right data center location is pivotal. While Amsterdam continues to shine as the Netherlands' colocation epicenter, Friesland beckons with its burgeoning promise and untapped...
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                  In a digital world where robust infrastructure is paramount, the importance of the right data center location cannot be emphasized enough. Many European cities champion connectivity, but Copenhagen carves out a unique...
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                            Our approach to sustainability
                          

            
                            In addition to fulfilling your data center needs, we've taken up the mission to do our part to set us on course towards a sustainable future. From the start, we have committed ourselves to execute initiatives to reduce our ecological footprint.
                          


            
                            We are continuously researching methods to lower our carbon footprint by reducing and recycling energy and water consumption at our locations. To reach this goal, we consider the entirety of our production chain and invest in innovative ways to reach climate neutrality.
                          


            
                            Do you have sustainability solutions, an interest in our waste heat or a breakthrough idea? Let's join forces and become sustainability partners.
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                            News
                          

            
                            From developing our network, products and services to expanding into new territories and joining up with partners, we're continuously on the move. We're actively working to meet our customers' demands and to lower our carbon footprint.
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          [image: New Penta Infra CEO Appointed to Accelerate Expansion of Photon Capital’s Data Center Flagship | Penta Infra]
          
            27 February 2024

            
              New Penta Infra CEO Appointed to Accelerate Expansion of Photon Capital’s Data Center Flagship

            
            European core and edge colocation provider, Penta Infra, and lead investor Photon Capital today announced the appointment of Bob Sprengers as Penta Infra CEO.
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              Penta Infra welcomes Voiped Telecom to its Leeuwarden data center

            
            Penta Infra announces a new partnership with Voiped Telecom, a European ICT Connectivity provider. This collaboration marks the addition of a new Point-of-Presence (PoP) in our Leeuwarden data center,...
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              Penta Infra acquires KPN data center in the metropolitan region Amsterdam

            
            Penta Infra announces the acquisition of the KPN data center in Haarlem. The acquisition of the carrier and cloud neutral KPN data center establishes Penta Infra’s presence in the metropolitan region...
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                        Penta Infra is a fast-growing provider of reliable, sustainable and highly connected data centers, both in core and edge locations in Europe. Active in Germany, France, The Netherlands and Denmark, we provide solutions ranging from full service colocation to build-to-suit data centers. Our data centers are positioned on strategic locations in Europe, allowing you to deliver your data where it needs to be: close to your customers.
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